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Abstract
Automatic composition of workflows from Web and Grid services is an important challenge in
today’s distributed applications. The system presented in this paper supports the user in composing an application workflow from existing Grid services. The flow composition system builds
workflows on an abstract level with semantic and syntactic descriptions of services available
on the Grid. Two main modules of the system are the flow composer and the distributed Grid
service registry. We present motivation, the concept of the overall system architecture and the
results of a feasibility study.
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1. Introduction
Scientific and commercial applications often require large-scale computational and data
storage resources which are globally distributed. The idea of resource sharing among diverse organizations has led to the development of Grid technologies which are applied
mostly to scientific computations and data sharing. Meanwhile, in the industry, the rising
need for standard mechanisms of B2B integration of distributed software systems have
resulted in development of the Web services technology. It was achieved through exploiting mechanisms derived from the World Wide Web [1]. At the same time, developments
in artificial intelligence and knowledge representation have provided a background for the
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Semantic Web [3] which, in turn, extends the Web with semantic descriptions of its contents and makes it a subject of search and reasoning by software agents. At present, all
the aforementioned technologies are merging, leading to such concepts as Grid services,
Semantic Grid [2][5] and semantic Web services.
The growing society of active Grid users provides an increasing number of available
resources. One of the most promising approaches to building applications is the workflow model, which is addressed by many research projects [16]. However, the problem
of building an application requires finding and orchestrating appropriate services which
is frequently a nontrivial task for a human. In this paper we describe a framework for
automatic composition of workflows of Grid services. The rationale is the following:
– The number of services that can perform a certain action may be very large. Instead of
manually browsing their descriptions, the programmer should be assisted by automated
tools.
– There are many possibilities for constructing a workflow graph from matching services.
It would be helpful to have tools that can advise in selecting the optimal services.
– The Grid is a very dynamic environment. When new services appear and others become
unavailable, there emerges a need to update existing workflows using new services.
– In scientific computing and also in rapidly-evolving business applications it is often
necessary to provide rapid prototypes of novel applications.
The problem of workflow composition for distributed applications was first approached
from the Web services matchmaking and discovery perspective. An example is the DAMLS/UDDI Matchmaker extending UDDI with semantic capabilities [7]. That technique
supported by semantic Web service descriptions [10] is used in various approaches to
complex Web service composition [11]. Nevertheless, these solutions do not try to solve
the generic workflow composition problem and are not suitable for long-lasting scientific
computations. CAT [17] is an approach to interactive composition of Web services. It
uses semantic descriptions of services to assist the user in constructing computational
pathways. The results are presented in the form of corrections and suggestions for interactive user input. Other automatic solutions to the composition problem exploit the
techniques of regression planning [12], PPDL [13] and Hierarchical Task Network-based
planning [18].
In order to check whether it is possible to compose workflows in an automatic way, we
have developed the Application Flow Composer [8]. It is based on the Common Component Architecture (CCA) and it creates workflows from CCA components. The user
prepares a so-called Initial Workflow Description with the first and the last component
specified, and possibly several intermediate ones. The AFC reads the document and tries
to find the missing components using a component registry as a source of information.
It produces a Final Workflow Description - a document which is already complete and
can be used as input for an engine that will set up and run the workflow on the Grid.
The first prototype has shown that automatic composition of workflows is possible and
that an architecture consisting of separate composer and registry modules is appropriate. However, the need to enrich the service description with semantics has also been
demonstrated. Moreover, distribution of the entire system appears necessary to provide
better suitability for the Grid environment, which is distributed by nature.
The experiences from the first prototype and the studies of related work lead us to the
following conclusions, driving the development of our workflow composition system:
– The system should exploit semantics of Grid services for a more accurate matchmaking
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Fig. 1. System architecture

process.
– The system requires a fault-tolerant, effective, distributed service registry serving as a
knowledge base.
– Addressing the latest standardization efforts in the Grid technologies [15] provides a
wider user base.
– Complex scientific applications demand more elaborated workflows to be composed
(e.g. with loops or conditional branches).
– The registry lookup mechanism ought to be fast yet still general, supporting widelyknown standards (such as the XPath language).
2. Workflow Composition System
The workflow composition system consists of two modules: the Grid Registry for storing
service descriptions and the Flow Composer, using them for workflow composition (see
Fig. 1). In order to separate these two functionalities the registry is implemented as a
completely independent system which stores and publishes documents describing Grid
services. To suit the system better, the registry query resolving capability is optimized
according to the needs of the composer module. The registry still may be used by any
external client through its WSDL interface and is a standalone part of the workflow
composition system.
The flow composer requires access to the service description documents store and it
uses specific queries to retrieve information from that store. Therefore the composer is
constantly aware of the location of the Grid registry and may open a connection any
time. The interface between these two parts is based on Web service protocols (WSDL,
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SOAP). The flow composer works as a client for the Grid service exposed by the registry.
The communication is non-blocking, based on a pull-type notification model.
2.1. Workflow Composition
The objective of the flow composer part of the system is to construct a service-based
workflow according to user demands. A user may query for a provider of particular data.
Let us assume that this data has to be computed by several Grid services cooperating
together. The composer has to find this set of services and propose a sensible way of
connecting them in one workflow in order to achieve the desired results. Currently, the
system uses SCUFL workflow notation developed by the my Grid project [4] as the output
workflow format.
When users want to obtain data on a certain structure and meaning, they start the
workflow composition. Next, the flow composer agent opens a connection to a Grid
registry node and starts the workflow building process (see Fig. 1). The agent tries to
find a service which provides the requested data as output; if this service needs any kind
of input, the composer seeks a provider of that particular message. The process may
finish either with success or with failure. The latter case occurs if there are no providers
for some kind of input data. Success means that either there are no further dependencies
of the services in the workflow or all of them are matched with data explicitly provided
by the user. Even when the system is unable to find every needed data provider, it tries to
return as complete a workflow description as possible, leaving undiscovered data sources
as leaves of the workflow graph.
In order to choose the proper provider the composer employs a specific matching
algorithm, based on semantic comparison: the composer looks for a service providing
a data piece of a certain structure and meaning. This meaning is included inside the
data (or service) description by means of ontologies. If a service which exactly fits the
needs cannot be found, the composer extracts a list of similar meanings (in the form of
ontology classes) and then tries to find a provider for these similar solutions. We use the
OWL Web ontology notation [14] to indicate the placement of data in the data meaning
space of a certain application domain. The ontology vocabulary describing the domain is
set by the user who usually knows the scientific area the computation belongs to. With
this input, the composition agent employs an ontology inference engine to compare the
meaning of two (or more) entities of data. This approach enables the agent to find not
only exact matches but also these solutions which seem similar enough to be of interest
for the composition process. It uses such notions as class equivalence, inheritance or
inclusion of classes to achieve results. Every matching service is then classified with a
level of similarity between the requested meaning and the located one. Depending on
this classification, the flow composer chooses the best services to include them into the
produced workflows.
It is obvious that the workflow graph building process includes construction of many
independent branches, sometimes connected together only in one node of one service.
Most of these branches may be constructed by distinct entities, communicating together
either in a master-worker paradigm or in a peer-to-peer fashion. Therefore, we have
parallelized the presented composition algorithm to make it more efficient. The results
of performance tests may be found in Sect. 3.
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2.2. The Grid Registry
The Grid Registry is responsible for storing and managing documents which contain
descriptions of services. It allows for typical database operations, such as adding new data,
updating existing documents and searching for services that meet specific requirements.
The last operation is supposed to be the most frequent one and thus it is highly optimized.
The efficiency of other operations – those that change data in the registry – will not
influence its overall performance significantly, so they can be more expensive.
All the documents stored in the registry share a common structure to support effective
information lookup. The flow composer part needs both syntactic and semantic descriptions of services which have to be put in one document format. Although there are many
standards for describing syntax and semantics of services, we have developed our own
document format that has two advantages: it is simple, from both the conceptual and
technical points of view, and it allows for effective searching for semantic information
with use of XPath queries. It is an extension to the WSDL standard with the most important WSDL elements having a “meaning” attribute added. Its value is the name of
the ontology class describing the meaning of the corresponding element. In order to introduce hierarchy into ontology trees we use a certain structure of domains. The decision
to exploit the WSDL standard is convergent with emerging WS-RF Grid computation
proposals [15].
Technically, the registry is a set of independent parts, called registry nodes, forming
a P2P network. Each registry node is responsible for a specified domain and each one
performs a specific task, such as storing documents, providing indexes or resolving general
queries (i.e. these that have to be answered by more than one registry node). Therefore,
the internal registry structure is heterogeneous, making the proposed architecture flexible
and scalable. In order to make that complex structure easy to use its internals are hidden
behind a common, simple interface. From the user’s point of view all registry nodes
are equivalent. Generally, the registry is used as a black box; however it may provide
additional information, such as the origin of each response. This information may be used
by the querying system to optimize subsequent queries. To support that functionality, we
have developed an algorithm for query routing. Each registry node, given a query together
with its domain, is able to send it to the appropriate node of the registry. To provide an
efficient and scalable solution we have decided to use local, hierarchical routing based on
routing tables – a concept extensively used on the Internet and in local networks. We
have conducted several tests to show that the routing algorithm behaves well and is both
effective and scalable.
3. Feasibility Study
In order to prove our solution for the workflow composition problem in the Grid environment we have conducted a set of tests with the prototype implementation. The
application used for testing was a sample simulation (see Fig. 2). It consisted of up to
eight services connected together to form a processing flow. Every service had two different implementations with slightly different external interfaces and semantics. It was up
to decision mechanism of the flow composer which service instance to choose in a given
workflow node. The complexity of the composition algorithm is dependent on the number
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Fig. 2. Workflow of the testing application

of connections in the workflow graph. Every connection expresses one dependency of a
Grid service – the need for an input message. Searching for a provider of a particular
message may involve more then one registry query step. This happens when there are
no providers of data with the exact desired meaning yet the ontology reasoning engine
is able to name some different classes with similar meanings.
The tests were conducted using the Xindice XML database implementation, a Tomcat
server to host the XML database endpoint and Globus Toolkit 3.2 to provide an execution
environment for the Grid Registry service. The three Linux machines used to run the
test were: a dual Pentium 4 2.4 GHz computer as the first Amsterdam node, a dual Xeon
2.4 GHz node in Kraków and a slightly slower dual Pentium III 1.0 GHz machine acting
as the third node, also located in Amsterdam. Every single test run was repeated ten
times in very similar circumstances to exclude anomalies and every single time value was
obtained using a clock working with a precision of 1 ms.
The first test showed how the system performs on various levels of distribution. On
every step the same workflow was composed, however the information about the required
services was dispersed on a different number of nodes. The results may be seen in Tab. 1
(distributed columns). The first sample was produced with both the composer and the
registry parts located on the same machine, communicating locally with each other (the
leftmost column). All the required services were available on the same, local node of the
registry. The second sample is a result of execution distributed between two Grid sites
with the composer module and one node in Amsterdam while another part of the registry
was in Kraków. The second node contained critical information regarding the composition
process to make distant query redirection inevitable. In the third step we divided the
registry even further: two of its nodes were placed as before and the third node was
located in Amsterdam but running on another computer. The registry was deliberately
configured in the way that every query for the third node had to be redirected through
the node located in Kraków to force it to cross the double distance twice (this was a
round trip).
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Table 1
Results of local and distributed composition test
Number of nodes 1 node 2 dist. 2 local 3 dist. 3 local
Registry inition

41%

40%

37%

39%

29%

Inference

17%

16%

15%

16%

12%

Resolution

15%

17%

23%

18%

38%

6%

6%

5%

6%

4%

Internal comp.

21%

21%

20%

21%

17%

Total, ms

7871

8151

8979

8420

11257

Retrieval

In order to show exactly how the topological distribution of nodes influences computation time the second test was conducted with exactly the same setup of the distributed
registry content and nodes. Yet, this time all the nodes of the registry were located on
the same testing machine (dual Pentium 2.4 GHz CPU). In such an environment every
connection, query redirection and result retrieval had to be done using the same serialization mechanisms and communication protocols (each node of the registry was hosted by
a different Grid service container instance). It should be noted that no information was
sent remotely and that all communication was performed using the localhost network
interface. The results are summarized in Tab. 1 for comparison (local columns).
The registry connection initialization time is the delay of establishing a connection
between the flow composer and a node of the registry Grid service. The query status
check time is the summarized time of processing of all queries issued in the course of
a single test run. There were eleven queries, some computed locally, some redirected to
distant nodes (in case of distributed tests). The query result retrieval time is the overall
time spent on retrieving the results for all queries. Its small value indicates that the result
is already transferred back to the query origin node at the moment the client is able to
acquire it; the retrieval operation is therefore completely local. The inference time is the
summarized time used to initialize the inference engine, load the proper OWL vocabulary
document and conduct ontology reasoning.
The results obtained in these tests are optimistic. The registry connection initialization
time is significant, but it is a one-off operation and it may be neglected for larger and
more complex workflows. The inference engine proved to be effective enough to perform
any kind of inference operation in a reasonable time. Furthermore, the detailed results
(not shown here for legibility reasons) show that the performance of reasoning over
the same vocabulary increases with time and subsequent operations always tend to be
substantially faster then first or second ones. Obviously, the overall time increases with
the level of registry distribution but the result is still obtained, even when queries have
to cross thousands of kilometers between distant Grid sites – that is due to very fast
Internet connections between modern scientific laboratories.
4. Summary and Future Work
The objective of the development was to create a simple, yet operational system. The
prototype is already able to build valid and semantically correct workflows and therefore
fulfills the main functional requirements. The feasibility of the approach was tested as
7

described in Sect. 3, proving that the concept, algorithms and architecture are correct
and that they satisfy all the essential requirements as well.
As a further improvement we will use the topology information provided by the Grid
Registry to migrate composition agents into the proximity of information sources. From
our previous study [8] we know that connection between the flow composer and the
registry tend to be very intensively used. The tests performed on a system distributed
over large distances show that communication delays introduced by the distribution of
registry nodes are substantial even in the case of a relatively simple test application
workflow. To reduce this cost it seems advisable to move the workflow computation near
the information source. Subsequently, we plan to further develop workflow notation to
support runtime conditions and alternative processing branches.
The current implementation of the Grid Registry supports searching for documents
with syntactic, semantic and text-based queries; adding and removing documents; query
redirection mechanisms and resolving queries to multiple nodes. The main disadvantage
of the current Grid Registry is that all its configuration has to be performed manually. We
intend to implement dynamic, automatic configuration of registry nodes, with support for
discovery of new nodes. There is also a need to provide synchronization of data stored in
various parts or the registry as a basis for fault tolerance and data recovery mechanisms.
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